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NORTH DAKOTA AND REGIONAL 

North Dakota Wetlands Project to Benefit from $2 Million Federal Grant 
A wetlands project in the Missouri Coteau of central North Dakota is the beneficiary of a $2 million grant 
from the Migratory Bird Conservation Commission, the Department of Interior announced. The grant is part 
of more than $146 million in funding the Commission approved, providing the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and its partners the ability to help conserve or restore 242,000 acres of wetland and associated upland 
habitats for waterfowl, shorebirds and other birds across North America. The "Missouri Coteau Working 
Wetlands Project III" project also calls for a proposed $2.36 million in matching funds. The project is 
described as follows: "This project was specifically designed to bridge the gap between agriculture and 
conservation through programs that are economically profitable and sustainable for North Dakota farmers 
and ranchers, yet also beneficial to North American waterfowl habitat in the highest priority region of the 
prairies. The project area consists of the critically important Missouri Coteau of the Prairie Pothole (Region) 
and will include protection, enhancement and restoration of 17,774 acres.  
Source: https://www.grandforksherald.com/nd-wetlands-project-to-benefit-from-2-million-federal-grant 
 
 

New Clean Energy Initiative May Impact North Dakota Vehicles 
The Environmental Protection Agency announced a new proposal regarding federal vehicle emissions 
standards in North Dakota and the rest of the nation. This is to help accelerate the transition to a clean 
vehicle future and tackle climate change in the U.S. The new emissions standards would be for light-, 
medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles starting with the model year 2027. The EPA projects that with its new 
standards of emissions, we would avoid nearly 10 billion tons of CO2 emissions over the next 30 years. 
Michael S. Regan, the administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, said, “We’re not prescribing 
any mandates, and we’re not driving any particular technology out of business, so to speak. I think we’re 
giving the markets and the automobile industry and the private sector, the options to choose on how we 
best move forward to reach these ambitious climate goals.”  
Source: https://www.kxnet.com/new-clean-energy-initiative-may-impact-north-dakota-vehicles/ 

 

 

New Wind Farm Proposed for Dickey County 
A new wind farm is planned for southeast North Dakota. The 150-megawatt, $267 million project would be 
located southwest of Merricourt in Dickey County and would include up to 75 turbines, according to 
documents filed with the North Dakota Public Service Commission. Foxtail Wind, LLC, applied for a 
certificate of site compatibility in July. A public hearing is scheduled for Nov. 30 in Ellendale. Foxtail Wind is 
a wholly owned, indirect subsidiary of NextEra Energy Resources. If the commission approves the 
certificate, Foxtail will transfer it to Xcel Energy to construct and operate the project. Public Service 
Commissioner Julie Fedorchak called it "another significant wind project." North Dakota has almost 3,000 
megawatts of installed wind capacity, 11th highest in the country, according to the American Wind Energy 
Association. 
Source: https://www.inforum.com/news/new-wind-farm-proposed-for-dickey-county  
 
 

Sen. Hoeven Pushes for Dakota Access Pipeline Review to be Completed 
A new environmental impact review of the Dakota Access Pipeline was ordered by a judge in 2020 and it’s 
still not done. The pipeline moves around 40 percent of the oil produced in the Bakken region in North 
Dakota to an oil terminal in Illinois. It set off a major protest south of Bismarck-Mandan over environmental 
concerns in 2016. Sen. John Hoeven is once again pressing the Army Corps of Engineers to complete the 
review as soon as possible so oil keeps flowing. “We’ve got about six cooperating agencies as well as 30 
tribes now who have reviewed it, provide us comments. We are currently taking account and incorporating 
those comments, having some additional technical discussions with the goal of coming out with a draft 
environmental statement for public review by the end of June,” said Michael Connor, Assistant Secretary of 
the Army for Civil Works. 
Source: https://www.kvrr.com/sen-hoeven-pushes-for-dapl-review-to-be-completed/ 

https://www.grandforksherald.com/sports/northland-outdoors/north-dakota-wetlands-project-to-benefit-from-2-million-federal-grant
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NATIONAL 

Tennessee Raises Felony Charge for ‘Interfering’ with Oil and Gas Pipeline Projects 
In the past four years, Tennessee has passed multiple laws aimed to protect fossil fuel projects from 
community challenges, like the law that preempts local governments from blocking fossil fuel projects, or 
the one that allows the state to boycott banks that divest from fossil fuels. One of these recent laws targets 
protestors. In 2019, Tennessee criminalized protests against fossil fuels by expanding the definition of 
“critical infrastructure” to include oil and gas pipelines – and changed the existing misdemeanor offenses to 
felony offenses. Last week, state lawmakers passed new legislation that would further criminalize activity 
that “destroys, injures, interrupts, or interferes with critical infrastructure,” raising the charge from a Class E 
felony to a Class C felony if the damages equate to at least $1,000. Bill sponsor Rep. Clark Boyd, R-
Lebanon, said the bill is aimed at people who physically harm critical infrastructure, which was already 
illegal prior to the 2019 law. “What this bill is seeking to do is to get these people that are taking high 
powered rifles and going to substations and shooting out breaker boxes and junction boxes…and 
attempting to disrupt the electrical supply to a population,” Boyd said. 
Source: https://wpln.org/post/tennessee-raises-felony-charge-oil-and-gas-pipeline-projects/ 
 
 

DHS Announces AI Task Force, Security Sprint on China-Related Threats 
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) announced a pair of initiatives that will directly feed into the 
United States’ strategies for defending critical infrastructure and essential services from cyber-attacks, 
physical attacks, artificial intelligence and other threats. In a speech this morning on the “State of the 
Homeland,” Secretary of Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas said the department will stand up a new 
task force to guide the implementation of artificial intelligence technologies into departmental operations 
and scope out how both defenders and malicious actors may use them. Separately, it will also conduct a 
90-day sprint to assess defensive capabilities and threats to the nation from the Chinese government 
across supply chains and critical infrastructure. He framed both as efforts to position the department long-
term to effectively manage the threat landscape of the future and avoid falling prey to “failures of 
imagination” around emerging threats like the kind that preceded the 9/11 attacks. 
Source: https://www.scmagazine.com/dhs-announces-ai-task-force-security-sprint-on-china-related-threats  
 
 

Physical and Cyber-Attacks on Energy Infrastructure Expected to Continue 
Over the past several years, the energy sector has become a prime target for hacking and ransomware 
attacks, with over 40 attacks on the industry since 2017.  Cyber-attacks have only continued to rise, with a 
record high of 13 reported attacks in one year occurring in 2022. A new type of threat against the energy 
sector crystallized at the end of 2022: physical attacks on the grid.  On December 3, two substations in 
Moore County, North Carolina were attacked and tens of thousands of customers were left without power.  
Several weeks later, a similar event occurred in Tacoma, Washington, with three substations deliberately 
targeted and damaged, causing more than 14,000 outages. The Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) 
has been warning of the possibility of these types of attacks for some time.  In January 2022, news outlets 
reported that DHS issued a bulletin warning that domestic violent extremists have “developed credible, 
specific plans to attack electricity infrastructure since at least 2020, identifying the electric grid as a 
particularly attractive target given its interdependency with other infrastructure sectors.” 
Source: https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/physical-and-cyber-attacks-on-energy-9101886/  
 
 

U.S. Plans $3 Billion Investment in Green Port Infrastructure 
As part of the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, the EPA announced that it would be investing $4 billion, tapped 
from the 2022 legislation, towards port electrification - focusing on equipment at terminals, as part of its 
“Invest in America” initiative. In its announcement, the EPA said that the $4 billion would be divided up 
between “technologies to reduce harmful air and climate pollutants at US ports”, which would get $3 billion, 
the lion’s share for the agency’s Clean Ports Program, would go towards development of “electrification of 
equipment at ports”. In addition, funding would be available for reducing vehicle emissions, under another 
EPA initiative the “Clean Heavy-Duty Vehicle Program” 
Source: https://www.seatrade-maritime.com/us-plans-3bn-investment-green-port-infrastructure 

https://wpln.org/post/tennessee-raises-felony-charge-for-interfering-with-oil-and-gas-pipeline-projects/
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INTERNATIONAL 

Belgian Police Arrest Seven People Over Terror Attack Plot 
Belgian police have arrested seven people suspected of supporting Islamic State (IS) and plotting a 

terrorist attack, prosecutors have said. Almost all the suspects are ethnic Chechens, and three possess 

Belgian nationality, prosecutors said in a statement. They said: “The exact target of the planned attack has 

not yet been determined.” Police raided nine addresses in several towns in western Belgium in an 

operation led by an investigating judge specializing in terrorism cases. The judge will decide “at a later 

stage” if there is sufficient evidence to charge the suspects, the statement said. According to unconfirmed 

media reports, the suspects discussed possibly targeting “NATO buildings,” but the plans did not appear 

finalized. IS claimed responsibility for suicide bombings in Belgium on 22 March 2016 that targeted 

Brussels airport and Maelbeek metro station, killing 32 people and wounding hundreds. Those bombings 

occurred months after the November 2015 attacks in Paris which were planned by the same IS cell and 

killed 130 people. 

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/belgian-police-arrest-seven-islamic-state-terror-attack-plot 

 

 

U.S., Saudi Arabia, Others to Discuss Railway Project Connecting Middle East 
U.S., Saudi, Emirati and Indian national security advisers are expected on Sunday to discuss a possible 
major joint infrastructure project to connect Gulf and Arab countries via a network of railways that would 
also be connected to India via shipping lanes from ports in the region, two sources with direct knowledge of 
the plan told Axios. The project is one of the key initiatives the White House wants to push in the Middle 
East as China's influence in the region grows. The Middle East is a key part of China's Belt and Road 
vision. The idea for the new initiative came up during talks that were held over the last 18 months in 
another forum called I2U2, which includes the U.S., Israel, the UAE and India, according to the two 
sources. Israel is not part of this initiative at the moment but could be added to it in the future if efforts to 
further normalize relations in the region make progress, the sources said. 
Source: https://www.axios.com/2023/05/06/saudi-arabia-india-railway-middle-east-biden 
 
 

How AUVs are Helping Safeguard Europe’s Underwater Infrastructure 
European states are looking to autonomous underwater vehicles, or AUVs, to safeguard critical 
infrastructure. The vulnerability of telecommunications and energy networks and other submersed systems 
has long been recognized. For almost a decade, concerns have been raised by experts and officials 
regarding the Russian Navy’s growing interests and activities in proximity to NATO cable routes. However, 
it was not until February that the alliance created the Underwater Infrastructure Coordination Cell dedicated 
task force, based at the Brussels’ headquarters. Countries in Europe are moving to acquire AUV systems 
that can be used to protect submerged infrastructure. Anduril Stoner said his company has responded to 
requests for information and delivered proposals to “numerous” European and international partners 
regarding its Dive-LD, a customizable, commercial low-cost AUV. “What the Nord Stream attacks showed 
is that even a relatively shallow pipeline in a constricted, highly trafficked area is vulnerable to sabotage, he 
said in an interview.” 
Source: https://www.c4isrnet.com/how-auvs-are-helping-underwater-infrastructure/  
 

 

Japan, South Korea to Link Radar Systems to Track North Korean Missiles 
Japan and South Korea are set to agree early next month to link their radars via a U.S. system to share 

real-time information on North Korea's ballistic missiles, a person with knowledge of the matter said on 

Tuesday. Defense ministers from Japan, South Korea and the United States plan to reach an agreement 

on the sidelines of an Asian defense summit to be held in Singapore early next month, said the person, 

who declined to be identified because the discussions are not public. With North Korea launching ballistic 

missiles at an unprecedented pace in the past year, the countries in November agreed to speed up 

information-sharing efforts. 

Source: https://japantoday.com/japan-south-korea-to-link-radar-systems-to-track-n.korea-missiles  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/may/04/belgian-police-arrest-seven-islamic-state-terror-attack-plot
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https://japantoday.com/category/politics/japan-south-korea-to-link-radar-systems-to-track-n.korea-missiles-source
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The CI/KR Ticker is a non-commercial publication intended to educate and inform. Further 

reproduction or redistribution is subject to original copyright restrictions. NDSLIC provides no 

warranty of ownership of the copyright, or accuracy with respect to the original source material. If 

you have any items that you would like to see added to the CI/KR Ticker, you can contact the NDSLIC 
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